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Reliability of Pb free solders in manufacturing of miniaturized electronic
device has got significant attention of the researchers in recent times. In
this work we report some important development on improving the
reliability of lead free solder joints. Pb free solder joints have been
developed with two different configurations using Sn3.5Ag0.5Cu
(SAC305) and SAC305 in association with multilayered thin film of Sn. In

order to address different premature failure issues in electronic devices, we
have introduced transient liquid phase soldering (TLPS) technique for the
processing of more reliable solder joints. Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM), EDX spectroscopy has been used for microstructural
characterization. Source measuring unit fitted with four probe station have
been used for the electrical property determination. Multilayered thin film
structure for making the joints have been found to beneficial towards
controlling the interfacial intermetallic layer thickness and electrical
conductivity across the joint interface.
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Application of nanotechnology on various electronic components
manufacturing requires extensive research in the field of electronic device
processing and optimizations. It’s all about how we could increase the
efficiency of electronic devices while we reduce their weight and power
consumption. In the recent past, the demand of consumer electronics goes
up in many folds. All the multifunctional machine/devices, starting from
automobile to aerospace and vehicles to consumer electronics needs solder
joints which can withstand harsh service exposed conditions. Any
electronic device requires numerous contact points to be embedded within
itself by soldering for its different complex functionalities, and thus for
making these contacts, soldering plays a vital role towards optimization of
the device manufacturing process.

One of the major problems observed while using these presently available
lead free solders, is its short service life. As a result, most of the consumer
electronic devices got premature failure.

Solders are essentially low-melting metals or metal alloys having excellent
joining capacity to form electrical interconnects and also provide good
mechanical support within the device [1]. In order to develop a suitable
substitute of (Sn37Pb) solder, lots of research carried out worldwide by
academia and industries and thus several Pb-free solders have been
identified such as SAC105, SAC205, SAC305, SAC405, SN100C, Sn-Zn,
Sn-Cu and Sn-Bi based solders (with slight variations in compositions)
[2,3]. Among all the Pb-free candidates, Sn-3.5Ag-0.5Cu (SAC 305) has
emerged as the most widely used solder to replace Sn-Pb solders due to of
its good mechanical and wetting properties and suitable melting points.
Although SAC305 alloy is widely used in electronic industry, it has
several challenges that have to be solved. And the most important issue is
the formation and uncontrolled growth of large amount of intermetallic
compounds (IMCs) formed at the interface of the solder joints produced
using these Pb free alloys [4].

In view of the above, in the present investigation we report a simple
TLPS-like method to develop solder joints between two copper substrates
and investigate the microstructural changes at the interface of the solder
joints prepared using SAC305 solder paste with and without the

introduction of thin tin layer for both as soldered and after aging
conditions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Two types of solder joints were prepared, one using SAC305 only
(hereafter called Cu-SAC-Cu) and the other using SAC305 and tin
interlayer (thereafter called Cu-Sn/SAC/Sn-Cu) while Cu plates were used
as substrate in both the cases. For making Cu-Sn/SAC/Sn-Cu joints, thin
films of tin were introduced between the SAC305 paste and each Cu
substrate following identical method. These assemblies (Figure 1) were
then placed in a pre-heated Infra-Red reflow oven at 230°C allowed it for
bonding for 20 minutes. Further, the changes of electrical properties on the
thermally exposed samples were evaluated.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results suggest that use of multi-layered thin film of Sn could be a
potential candidate in order to address different reliability issues related to
the lead free solders at current time. Transient liquid phase soldering
(TLPS) needs to be introduced in order to get the controlled growth of
intermetallics at the interface and improve the functional and mechanical
properties. TLPS along with the multilayered structured essentially can
thus produce the solder joint at relatively low temperatures [5].

The importance of developing multi-layered thin film or nano scale solders
is at it’s hype and application of such solders could resolve many issues in
connection with the reliability and service life enhancement of the
electronic gadgets. It is well known that the melting point of Sn/Pb solder
is 183°C and the melting point of eutectic SAC alloy is approximately
217°C, about 34°C higher than that of the conventional Sn–Pb solders.
While the processing/reflow temperature (RFT) of Sn/Pb solder is 210°C
and that of eutectic SAC alloy is approximately 240°C respectively. So
there is almost 30°C rise in processing temperature compared to SnPb
alloy. This shall eventually enhance IMC formation at the (Cu-SAC-Cu)
joint interface as the mass transport during processing becomes more
abundant across the interface of the solder joint due to this huge difference
between the MP and RFT. As a whole it is observed that total IMC density
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at the interface is higher compare to the conventional Sn/Pb soldered
joints [6,7]. As a result the bond becomes brittle and weaker which further
deteriorate during use and hence the overall life of the gadgets gets
reduced. In order to address this issue, there is an urgent need of
developing technologies for making solder joint at reasonably low
temperature along with controlled IMC growth. This may be attained by
using multilayered structured configurations as reported in this study.

Melting point depression in the nanostructured materials is a well-known
phenomenon. Instead of using only the filler/solder alloy, introduction of
Nano multilayers along with the solder paste shall be able to solder the
copper substrates at relatively lower temperature. During processing,
multilayered foils act as a local heat source, the energy released by self-

propagating exothermic reactions in multilayered foils can be harnessed to
melt SAC solders in between the Cu substrates and help join them [8].

We have successfully demonstrated superior functional properties in the
solder joints produced using (Cu-Sn/SAC/Sn-Cu) multilayered structure.
Solder joints prepared only using SAC305 solder paste appears to be
inhomogeneous whereas the introduction of multilayered thin film
combination with SAC305 exhibits more homogeneous interface and .
characterization of the as soldered/reflowed sample and sample after
1000hours of aging (at 150°C) reveals a higher electrical resistance for the
only Cu-SAC-Cu soldered sample compare to Cu-Sn/SAC/Sn-Cu solder
joints. Microstructural changes and the electrical properties have been
depicted in the (Figure 1).

Figure 1 SEM images (i) Cu-SAC-Cu solder joint interface, scallop type IMC (ii) Cu-Sn/SAC/Sn-Cu solder joint interface, relatively homogeneous
structure (iii) Change in electrical resistance as function of aging time for two different joints.

The increment of the total IMC thickness in Cu-Sn/SAC/Sn-Cu solder
joint is only 58.93% of its initial thickness after 1000hours of thermal
aging at 150°C. Whereas the Cu-SAC-Cu joints, exhibits an increment of
73.30% under similar condition. Such difference in the IMC thickness is
eventually reflected in the electrical resistance of the joint interface

CONCLUSION

Solder joint interfacial microstructural growth kinetics could be controlled
by using multilayered thin film of Sn in association with SAC305.
Adapting the TLPS and thin multilayered structured configurations in
soldering shall significantly help improve the service life of the gadgets
and minimize the risk of premature failure.
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